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• Everrati to support 2023 Valkyrie Stunt Awards in London 
• Company’s electrified icons will play key role in transporting VIP guests sustainably 
• Prestigious event to celebrate British stunt artists across film and television 
• Everrati’s flagship performance model – the GT40 – also on static display 
• Media images 
• www.everrati.com 
• www.thevalkyriestuntawards.org  

1st August 2022: Leading technology company, Everrati Automotive Limited (Everrati), today 
announces a new collaboration with the 2023 Valkyrie Stunt Awards – a first-of-its-kind event 
celebrating British stunt artists across film and television.  

In front of an expert panel of industry veterans and guests seeking to bring about change in the level 
of recognition for highly skilled stunt performers, two of Everrati’s electrified icons - the Land Rover 
Series IIA and Porsche 911 (964) - will play a key role in transporting VIP guests to and from the red-
carpet event in London on 27th April 2023 in true zero-emission style. 

Everrati’s Land Rover Series IIA – painstakingly refined and tested at the company’s technical centre 
in Upper Heyford, Oxfordshire – incorporates a brand-new EV powertrain courtesy of the company’s 
expert team of industry specialists from world-leading OEMs. The off-roader’s 60kWh battery pack 
has a power output of 150bhp and 300Nm of torque reinvigorates the car’s original character, coupled 
with a true zero-emission range of up to 150 miles.  

Everrati’s Porsche 911 (964) Signature Widebody features a 500bhp, 500Nm EV powertrain with a 
high-power state-of-the-art battery pack, capable of delivering an electric, emission-free driving range 
of up to 200 miles and sub-4-second 0-62mph acceleration. 

On static display during the event will be Everrati’s flagship performance model – the GT40 – built in 
partnership with Superformance. As an authentic continuation model of the iconic car, it appears in 
both the GT40 register and the World Shelby register. With a 60kWh bespoke battery and 800bhp on 
offer from twin motors, the electrified GT40 can surge to 60mph in significantly less than four seconds 
and is lighter than the original car. 

Justin Lunny, Founder & CEO, Everrati Automotive Limited, said: “We are delighted to be 
supporting The Valkyrie Stunt Awards in 2023 by providing two of our electrified icons for sustainable 
transportation duties. We are in constant admiration of the talent British stunt performers bring to the 
world of film and television and look forward to guests experiencing the future of iconic vehicles.”  

Laura O’Donnell, founder of the Valkyrie Stunt Awards, commented: “The Valkyrie Stunt team is 
extremely excited to be working with Everrati as one of our official partners. Everrati is looking to bring 
about real change with its low-carbon classic and iconic cars – closely aligning to our own ambitions.” 
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Everrati™ was founded in 2019 by British entrepreneur Justin Lunny and long-term automotive 
specialist Nick Williams. Both car enthusiasts from an early age, they became increasingly conscious 
of the wider impact combustion engines have on the environment. Everrati was launched with the 
vision of restoring iconic models from an earlier era and converting them to electric propulsion. 
Everrati’s model line-up consists of electric versions of the Porsche 911 (964) Coupe, Targa, Cabriolet 
in Pure, Signature, and Gulf Signature Editions, Land Rover Series IIA, GT40 in partnership with 
Superformance including officially licenced Gulf Edition and Mercedes-Benz W113 SL ‘Pagoda’. 
Everrati™ designs, develops and builds its cars from a bespoke facility in Upper Heyford, Oxfordshire.  

Everrati™ restores and modifies existing classic and iconic cars for its customers to enable them to 
be used and enjoyed in a low carbon world. Everrati™ does not manufacture vehicles. Everrati™ is 
not sponsored, associated, approved, endorsed, nor, in any way, affiliated with the manufacturers of 
the cars they restore. All brand names, logos and crests along with any other products mentioned are 
the trademarks of their respective holders. Any mention of trademarked names or other marks is for 
purpose of reference only. 


